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TRAVELING WITH 
SERVAS 
Each host list contains an introduction. Please read it thoroughly. SERVAS 

takes it for granted that the individual conditions expressed by the hosts in 

the list are maintained (e.g. written application or over the phone, 

application deadlines, sleeping bag, etc.). Please take note of the "WMT" (= 

want more travellers) option, too. 

 

Please consult the chosen hosts directly. Notwithstanding the enclosed 

answer note, you cannot always rely on a reply to your written application. 

A couple of days before your arrival, be sure to contact your hosts on the 

phone in order to confirm your stay and/or to receive an answer to your 

application. 

 

Should you be unable to keep to your schedule or should you change your 

trip, please inform your hosts immediately. 

 

While planning your trip, consider that you don’t only get to know people 

and their country in touristic centres. Choose hosts off the beaten track too, 

they are the ones who get fewer travellers. Check the WMT option. 

 

Day Hosts are also keen to meet travellers. They cannot offer 

accommodation in that case, but they might have time for a walk through 

town or a shared meal. 
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SERVAS should in no case be understood as a cheap opportunity for 

travel. Most hosts invest time in conversation and discussion and expect 

the same from you! 

 

The following internationally valid SERVAS rules must be kept to absolutely: 

 

Show the Original Letter of Introduction (LoI) immediately upon arrival. A lot 

of hosts appreciate a copy of it. Hosts are instructed to refuse travellers 

without a valid LoI. 

 

You are considered a member of the family – do not let others serve you! 

Just make yourself at home. 

 

In general, you may stay for two days unless agreed upon otherwise. Do not 

ask to stay longer and remember that a lot of hosts do not appreciate a 

«land and run» attitude! 

 

Full board isn’t obligatory – it often depends on the hosts’ financial 

situation. Be attentive – you might want to prepare a meal once or help out 

with some shopping for your host. 

 

Never use your hosts’ telephone without prior consent and pay for the 

phone call immediately. This is one of the hosts’ most frequent complaints! 

Most hosts appreciate a small gift. The minimum should be a «thank you» 

note after your stay. 


